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Not just different. 
Better for your business. 

Direct access to supply

Existing and Emerging Channels

High-end Targeting



Direct access 
to Supply

1. Supply



Exchange

One buy. More supply.
Access O&O and 3rd Party exchanges with massive reach.



One buy. More Inventory.
The Baseline: Geo targeting = Greece (30 days forecast)

Transparent whitelisting is the key for successful 
campaigns. 



Premium experiences drive better 
results



Yahoo Premium Native Marketplace

Video CarouselMoments

6X lift
ROAS vs pre-roll.2

4X lift
In brand awareness.3

30%
Average engagement 

rate.4

1 Dynata study 2021. 2 Yahoo, Internal metrics, 2018. 3-4 Yahoo, Internal mobile study, 2019. 

Billboard

25% lift
Unaided brand 

awareness.1



One buy. Premium Display & Video Formats



One buy. Sophisticated In-Game Formats

Place your brand seamlessly into the gameplay 
experience - via messaging, creative or content for 
gamers to enjoy

1.One of the largest entertainment channels, rivalled only by 
social media

2.Massive opportunity for early adopters

3.Contextually Brand Safe environments



Existing and Emerging 
Channels

2. Channels



One 
platform 
that does 
it all

Efficiency
+

Performance

Creative
Added-value 
creative services

Ad Serving 
Integration eliminates 
discrepancies

Reporting
Transparent creative 

level reporting

Data
Personalization fueled 
by future-proof data  

Media
Enhanced performance with 

bidding + machine learning 



Display 

Native

Buying method

Open RTB

Custom curated PMP deals  

Programmatic guaranteed

Always on deals 

Omnichannel inventory  

Video/OTT 
Discover premium  inventory from top publishers , 
as well as curated and custom packages, and gain 
exclusive access to unique and brand-safe 
inventory.

Native marketplace access

Desktop 

Tablet  

Smartphone   

Connected TV

Audio

DOOH

The ultimate omnichannel experience

Gaming



Greater transparency

Easily access a multi-dimensional view of supply paths 
and available inventory  for more direct publisher access.

Consolidated  planning 

Efficiently allocate media spend across all channels with 
comprehensive view of incremental reach and audience 
overlap across linear, digital and various networks.

Unmatched insights 

Analyze how each channel and format are performing and 
use forecasts to shape campaign strategy

Holistic planning and management

Reduce operational friction through unified billing, reporting, and measurement.



HH Addressable + Connected TV
A unified approach to precision targeting in TV

Precisely reach your audience on the largest screen in the home, whether they’re watching on Linear or 
Digital platforms.

Household Addressable Connected TV 

Unified campaign 
management 

Unified 
measurement 

Unified audience 
targeting

Frequency 
management 
(coming soon)

and many 
more...



100%
Access to 
programmatic DOOH 
inventory (U.S.).1

+150
Outdoor, indoor 
and moving 
media owners.2

+258K
DOOH screens 
worldwide.3

1-3 Yahoo, Internal data, Feb. 2021.

Unmatched DOOH supply 

Access innovative ad formats with massive reach.



Digital-Out-Of-Home Planner 
662K total screen count n United States
32.5K total screen count in EMEA EU5



High-end 
Targeting

3. Targeting

The complete picture



Mobile

Location
Advertiser 

CRM 
Audience

Publishers
(1P + 3P)

Search

Email

Content

Purchase 
receipt 

Diverse data points that give you the complete picture



Build your own Audience 

Interests & 
behavior

Household  
& life stage

In-market 
audiences

Demo

Yahoo  & Partner 
Standard

Data Modelling

Predictive 
audiences

Lookalike
modeling



Audiences built the way you want

Yahoo 1P data – Cookieless and Identity based
Exclusive access to Yahoo Audience Data, which consists of anonymized user data from mail, search, registration, 
and more.

Search Keyword Purchase Receipt

Purchase Receipt lets you 
define audience parameters 
based on anonymized 
purchase confirmation 
emails in Yahoo Mail

Mail Domain

Leverage data from Yahoo mail to 
curate audiences based on incoming 
messages from your brand, 
competing brands

Tap into the power of real intent 
and search retargeting based on 
queries and/or clicks

≈



Audiences built the way you want
Yahoo 1P Data Solutions



Current integrations

Yahoo has many different third-party integrations today. 
These partnerships are interoperable. 

Interoperability means that we are able to match our 
user IDs with third-party user IDs for audience activation 
and/or measurement use cases. 

Matched 
IDs

3rd-party 
IDs

Yahoo 
ConnectID

Interoperability



Key benefits
● Bulid strategic planning 

● Refine audience targeting and 

● Optimize ad campaigns

NEW Audience overlap tool
Explore advertisers’ assigned Audiences and see 
existing overlap between them!



Contextual targeting 

How to use it
Get started by activating in the Contextual 
workflow under Taxonomy Types.

● Target or block in line targeting
● Create Custom Keyword Based lists
● Easily transition from Audience Targeting to 

Contextual with the same taxonomy

With looming regulations on usage of 
cookies, contextual targeting is becoming 
an essential tool for smarter and more 
precise messaging. 

Our contextual targeting solution is built 
on standard and custom segments in 
direct response to advertiser needs.



Weather targeting

How to use it
Real-time or forecasted
Customize time frame between real-time or 
forecasted weather for your target location.

Weather condition & temperature range
Choose: "Snowy", "Rainy", "Windy", "Cloudy", 
"Sunny" or "Stormy” or select a specified 
temperature range in ºF or ºC 

Boost ad relevance with weather-triggered ads powered 
by the Yahoo Weather API 

Conquesting

Brand awareness 

Retention & cross-
selling

Use cases



Thank you


